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Rhetoric & Composition Core Reading List
Director: Russel Durst

Disciplinarity

Rhetorical Theory

Writing Pedagogy

**Multimodality & Digital Technologies Sub-Module**

**Director:** Jim Ridolfo

**Disciplinarity**

• ---. *Digital Writing Assessment and Evaluation*, 2013.
• Sidler,
Writing Pedagogy


Rhetorical & Critical Theory

- *PMLA* 128.1 (2013) Special Issue on Reading.
Feminist Pedagogy, Materialism, & Theory Reading List

Director: Laura Micciche

From Materialism to New Materialism (Marxism, Post-Marxism, Materialist Fem)

- Williams, Raymond. “Base and Superstructure in Marxist Cultural Theory.”

Pedagogies (feminist/queer/global/critical)


**Embodiment (Technology/post-human/invisibility of bodies/disability)**
• Burdick, Anne, et. al. *Digital Humanities*. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2012
• Enoch, Jessica., and Jean Bessette. “Meaningful Engagements: Feminist Historiography and the Digital Humanities.” *CCC*. 64.4. (June 2013).
• Haraway, Donna. “A Manifesto for Cyborgs.”